Examples of Activities for the classroom
Before beginning any activities or giving (student) any directions, make sure that you have her attention. If
she is holding materials or pictures in her hand, ask her to give them to you. If she does not comply, put
your hand out, wait 15 seconds and repeat the direction in the same tone of voice with the same words. Do
not get into a power struggle with (student); simply wait her out. You can show (student) her first/then
board and state in a neutral tone “first ____ then ____”. When (student) complies, praise her for giving you the
item and continue with the lesson.

Sorting objects can be done in a variety of ways. Choose
one envelope at a time and have (student) sort by object,
color or shape. Some of the ideas behind sorting are
independence, task completion, focus, same/different,
and differentiation.

To help (student) develop fine motor skills, have
her practice cutting. Use pictures or items that
can be glued onto a picture (example:
ornaments on a tree). (Student) will be able to
focus better if there is something besides plain
lines on the paper. Have (student) use her right
hand to hold the paper and her left hand to cut.
Provide light physical support as needed.

The math wheels in (student)’s classroom can be adapted for many activities.
Using the blank templates, you can add colors, numbers, shapes, or letters.
Tape, glue or Velcro the corresponding picture to the token and use as a
matching activity for (student).

Puzzles are a good fine motor activity for (student), as well as a good leisure
activity. Instead of just handing (student) each piece, use corresponding
pictures and ask her what piece she wants. After (student) has handed you
the picture, verbalize for her “You want the ____” and give it to her. If you ask
(student) what she wants and she picks up a picture and doesn’t give it to you,
wait 15 seconds and tap your hand while repeating the question.

Body parts file folder games. These can be used in several
ways. One way to use them is to hold up each item and ask
(student), where does the ___ go. After she puts it on, give
her the complete sentence “the _____ goes on the _____”.
Another way to use this is to lay out the pictures and ask
(student) “which one goes on your _____” when she chooses
the picture have her place it on the corresponding body
part and give her the sentence “the _____ goes on the _____”. A third activity would be to only use the body
parts. Ask (student) to touch the body parts one at a time.
Part to whole file folder game. This game focuses on the skills of part to
whole, visual discrimination, independent work, color ID and object ID.
(Student) can be handed each piece and told to put on, have several laid out
and told to find a certain one (example, put the sun together), or have several
laid out and told to find a certain color. When the matches are made, help
(student) to label each one with sign or a corresponding picture.

Color file folder game. This can be used in several ways. One-way to use it is
to hold up an item, label the color and have (student) place it on the same
color. You can take out the pictures, lay them on the desk and ask (student) to
hand them to you by color or by object. (Student) can be asked to touch a
color as you say the name of the color. As you point to each color, you can
help (student) to learn the signs for each color.
Associations matching. This type of activity helps to develop critical thinking
skills and reasoning skills. This activity can be done two ways. Remove the
pictures from the file folder and hold up one at a time. Ask (student) “where
does the _____ go?” After she places it on the file folder say the complete
sentence “the ______ goes in/on/with/at the _____.” A second way to use it is to
lay out several pictures at a time. Ask (student) “what goes with the _____?”
Tap the picture in the file folder while naming it if needed. After (student)
places the object in the folder give her the sentence “a ___ goes in a ____.”
Shape file folder game. This can be used in several ways. One way to use it is
to hold up an item, label the shape and have (student) place it on the same
shape. You can take out the pictures, lay them on the desk and ask (student)
to hand them to you by shape, color or object. (student) can be asked to touch
a shape as you say the name of the shape. As you point to each shape, you can
help (student) to learn the signs for each.

Direct matching activities. (student) can be given a picture and asked to find
the same, staff can point to a picture on the file folder/table and ask (student)
to find the same one out of an array or (student) can complete this as an
independent work activity. Direct matching can be done with photos, line
drawings, file folder games, cards or objects.

Have (student) use a first/then board for all of her activities. This will not only
allow (student) to know what she is doing, but also allow her to anticipate what
reward she will earn. Use a variety of reinforcers with (student). Ideas are
walks, spin in chair, gym, goldfish crackers, cereal (can get Ziploc full from
kitchen staff), iPad, book, movie clip, animal crackers. Allow (student) to choose
her own reward for each task.

Use a daily schedule with (student). This should be set up before she arrives at
school each morning. It can be set up for her morning activities, her work in Mr.
Melvin’s classroom and for her afternoon activities. As each activity is going to
occur, (student) should pull it off of the schedule and place it on the first/then
board. The activities should go in the correct chronological order. If there is not
a specific picture for an activity, the picture of work at desk can be used. Using a
daily schedule will help (student) to know what is happening at school, what
activity will be coming up next (both of which can help to alleviate stress and
reduce challenging behaviors) and can help her to independently get activities
to work on.

